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Role Specification 
Musical Director – Bristol Concert Wind Band 
July 2021 

Background 

Bristol Concert Wind Band (BCWB) is looking for an experienced and enthusiastic Musical Director to lead our senior 
band on a permanent basis from October 2021. BCWB is a well-established wind band, having been performing in 
Bristol and the surrounding areas for over thirty years. The band plays a wide variety of music at a high level, normally 
performing a minimum of two formal concerts a year (typically in the Spring and Winter) as well as bandstand and less 
formal gigs in the summer months. Repertoire in recent years includes: 

• Sorcerer’s Apprentice- Dukas 
• Vesuvius- Ticheli 
• Variations on a Korean Folk Song- Barnes Chance 
• Indiana Jones Selection- Williams 
• Prelude, Siciliano & Rondo- Arnold 
• Second Suite for Military Band in F major- Holst 
• Cartoon Symphony- Clark 
• Pixar Movie Magic- Brown 
• Pop Looks Bach- Fonteyn 
• Lord of the Dance- Hardiman 

 
Under normal circumstances the band rehearses every Wednesday evening 7:30-9:30pm at St Peters Methodist 
Church, Brislington, Bristol BS4 4NZ. We meet approximately fifty weeks of the year, rehearsing through school 
holidays except for one or two weeks around Christmas and New Year. 

BCWB is proud to be part of a wider Bristol Concert Wind Band family which also includes two improver bands and 
two learner groups with their own directors. Our membership across all bands and groups is nearly two hundred, 
with players in Bristol Concert Wind Band being selected from both internal and external sources depending on 
vacancy and standard. We own an extensive library of music and a range of instruments for use by the bands and 
affiliated learner groups.  More information on the bands can be found on our website at www.bcwb.co.uk  

Our Ethos 
 
We are a band that likes to play a varied and interesting repertoire to a high standard and have fun doing so. For lots 
of our members rehearsals are our main recreational activity and we want to balance being stretched and supported 
to improve musically with doing lots of playing in rehearsals in a fun, supportive and inclusive atmosphere. We 
expect our MD to be at the heart of our community and to carefully strike this balance. 

Our membership is a broad church encompassing lots of ages, occupations and musical backgrounds. We play to a 
high standard (from roughly grade 6 upwards) with some members looking to continue their development as adult 
learners and others already highly experienced players. 

We enjoy the range and volume of activities we’ve established over recent years, but are also always on the look out 
for other interesting and exciting performance opportunities. 

About You 
 
You will be an excellent, enthusiastic Musical Director with experience of directing adult bands/orchestras. You’ll be 
happy to work within the parameters of the band’s existing ethos and to ensure a balance between driving high 
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standards and ensuring everyone has fun making music. You’ll be keen to work with the committee and wider 
membership to deliver rehearsals and our programme of concerts and gigs. 

Key Accountabilities 

• Conduct Bristol Concert Wind Band in rehearsals on Wednesday evenings 
• Direct, critique and guide the band at rehearsals to achieve desired tonal/harmonic balance, dynamics, 

rhythms, tempos, shadings etc. 
• Be prepared to select and champion music across a wide range of genres and styles and to accommodate 

the abilities and/or interests of the band and audiences, as well as being prepared to stretch and develop 
members with some challenging or new repertoire 

• Position members within the band based on ability and/or required balance and identify vacancies 
• Be willing to attend committee meetings as necessary to discuss band matters such as rehearsals, repertoire, 

upcoming concerts etc. 
• Be willing to converse and exchange ideas with other musical directors and group leaders in Bristol Concert 

Wind Band, and contribute to the wider musical community in Bristol and the South West. 
• Be willing to be flexible and work with the committee to explore delivering rehearsal opportunities within 

the context of lockdowns and/or parameters set by government guidance in response to the COVID-19 
Pandemic. 

• Desirable – able to offer own deputy/fill-in conductor in a timely manner when unable to attend rehearsals 

Experience and Qualifications 

• Proven extensive experience in conducting and directing adult wind bands and/or orchestras and brass 
bands 

• A qualification in musical direction is not imperative but would be an advantage 
• Good practical understanding of a wide range of instruments in different band sections 
• Excellent people management skills and a proven track record of leading enjoyable and musically stimulating 

rehearsals  

 Application Process 

If you are interested in applying for the role, please can you provide us with the following: 

• a CV and covering letter demonstrating the accountabilities, skills and qualifications desired for the role 

In addition, your CV should also provide us with the following: 

• Details of at least two referees, preferably relating to past bands you have directed 

Your covering letter should also provide us with: 

• Example of a past programme for an engagement that you have put together, including background to the 
band, engagement and your thought process in putting the programme together 

• Based on your knowledge of Bristol Concert Wind Band (resources given below) produce a concert 
programme of duration 2 hours with an interval that you would suggest and your thoughts behind it 

• A brief outline of how you would approach repertoire selection for an informal park/bandstand gig 
compared to a formal concert 

• A brief description of your musical interests (preferred musical styles, favourite and least favourite band 
repertoire etc.) and a basic outline of your typical rehearsal 

• Confirmation of your earliest availability from October 2021 
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Appointment Process 

The provisional process and date for appointment will be as follows: 

Activity Provisional Date 
Deadline for applications Saturday 21st August, 10.00pm 
Shortlisted candidates invited to trial rehearsal Early September 
Trial rehearsals Late September 
Candidates informed of outcome Early October 

 
Please note that the timeline may be subject to change due to any restrictions resulting from the COVID-19 
Pandemic. 

There would also be a probationary period following the appointment of the successful candidate. 

Programme Resources 

Bristol Concert Wind Band has been recording videos of performances for the last few years. You can find some of 
these recordings on our Youtube channel at www.youtube.com/bristolconcertwband. Please use this as help for 
forming your programme as required in the application. You can also find additional information on our website 
www.bcwb.co.uk, and Facebook www.fb.com/bristolconcertwindband  

Deadline 

APPLICATIONS MUST BE SENT TO info@bcwb.co.uk NO LATER THAN 10pm on Saturday 21st August. Any questions 
about the application can also be sent to this email address. 
 
Thank you very much for your interest, we look forward to hearing from you! 

 

 

 

 

 


